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SURFACES SATISFYING Arr = Ax IN S4

Changrim Jang, Keun Park and Byungjin Park

1. Introduction

Let M-be an n-dimensional connected submanifold of the m-dimensi- 
onal Euclidean space equipped with the induced metric Denote 
by △ the Laplace operator of Mn and by x the position vector. Then 
the well-known Takahashi's theorem says that Mn satisfies △⑦=Xx 
for a constant A if and only if Mn is minimal m E"x — 0) or is min
imal in a hypersphere of Em(X 寸二 0)[6]. In [2], F. Dillen, J. Pas and 
L. Verstraellen generalized Takahashi's condition and posed to study 
submanifolds for which

(1.1) Ax = Ax + b,

where A is an m x m matrix and & is a constant vector m E"1 Hyper
surfaces satisfying (1.1) m space forms are completely classifiedfl^^]. 
In [5] the first author classified Euclidean compact submanifolds of 
codimension 2 with constant mean curvatu호e satisfying (1.1) and in [4] 
he proved that if an n-dimensional submanifold Mn of the (n + 2)- 
dimensional sphere Sn+2 satisfy Ax = Ax and Mn is fully contained 
in £戸+七 then A must be symmetric. In this paper we study sufaces in 
S4 satisfying Ns = Ax and obtain the following classification theorem:

Theorem If M2 is a surface with constant mean curvature in S4 
and satisfies Ax = Ax for a 5 x 5 matrix A, then M2 is one of the 
followings:

(1) an open part of 2-sphere}
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(2) a minimal surface of a hypersphere in S4,
(3) an open part of a product S"(質i) x 粉(『2)such that 0 < +

噸 < h n / r2}
(4) a minimal surface of S4.

2. Preliminaries

Let M2 be a surface in the unit hypersphere S4 centered at origin in 
砂. We will use the same notation (, ) for the Euclidean metric on E5 
and the induced metric on M2. Denote by V and the Levi-Civita 
connections on M2 and E5, respectively. Let e"2 be an orthonormal 
local tangent frame on Af2. Then the Laplacian △ is given by

2
△ =〉~

z=]

Let H denote the mean curvatu호e vector of M2. Then we have

△@ =死

where x denotes the position vector of M2. Acting A to (x, x) — 1, we 
obtain

(2-1) (Arc, x) = —2.

Let 63,64,65 be an orthonormal normal frame on M2 such that 63 = 
x. From now on, the indices i, J, k 호un over the range (1,2} and the 
indices r, s over {3,4,5) unless stated otherwise. Denote by 3备 A,B== 
1,2, ••- ,5, the connection forms. Then we have

(2-2)
▽勺勺=▽©*•? +九(％Cj), 加 =〉I"*%、

k r
(2-3)
▽£ 라 = £*(弓)% - 阡
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where h is the second fundamental form and are the coefficients of 
the second fundamental form h. Note that h* = —&项 and cu^(ez) = 0. 
Now assume that M2 satisfy

(2-4) 爲=

where D = diagp虹，•…,A5] is an 5 x 5 diagonal matrix and the mean 
curvature function \H\ is constant. Then we get the following four 
equations: 

5

(2-5) ("〉= £武=1,
z==l 

5 

(2-6) =

1=1 

5

(2-7) 〈£*"〉=£ 人渚니可%

l—l 

5 2

(2-8) (P3X, / = £ 入衔=-〉项腿,e>
1=1 2=1

where xz are coordinate functions of M2. Equation (2.6) follows from 
(2.1), (2.4) and equation (2.8) can be obtained by acting A to (D2t, x}= 
旧|2. Let

(2-9) (Dkx,x}=dk

for every nonnegative integer k. Note that do = 1, <爲=—2 and 
血=|7邛.If the normal vectors x, Dx and D2x are linearly indepen
dent, then these span the normal space of M2. Moreover we have the 
following lemma.

Lemma 1. Ifx, Dx, D2x are locally linearly independent, then M2 
is an open part of a product S”(尸고) x S" (厂2)； where 祥 + ?遺 V 1 and 
ri 丰 r2.
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proof. Assume that x, Dx^ D2x are linearly independent on an open 
subset U of M2. Then by （2.5）, （2.6）, （2.7） and （2.9） the following 
three vectors form an orthonormal normal frame of U.

“、、 4 Dx — d\x 4 D2x — c（Dx — d\x） —
（240） = =顽義n膏斉

where c = 쏘E陽、From （2.8） it follows that

（2-11） -{D3X,X）+〈Q2&M1〉+ 0）2&,&〉+〈刀*3為〉=tr D2

Substituting （2.10） into （2.11）, equation （2.11） becomes 
（2-12）

5 5 5 5

（，［ 서Z：）3 + 冗2（1 — dl）（£ 入云）2 + （d； - 如（£ 人?

X=1 Z = 1 2 = 1 Z=1
5 5 5 5

- 2（52，喝）（支 入云） + （文: 셔妒）2 + （trD2 -d2 + 敬史 喝） 

1=1 t—1 Z = 1 1=1

5 5

+ （（^i - d2）trD2 — 2衣}（£ 셔始） + 2如2（〉： Afa；j）
»=1 1=1

5

+ （』2 —入?必）+由（成一』2涉单一dj）trZ）2 + d紀］（1 +《侦爲）=0. 
i=i

Without loss of generality, U can be locally described as the set of 
points 

where f^g, h are smooth functions defined on an open subset of E2. 
If any two of A3,入4, A5 are equal, then （2.5）, （2.6） and （2.7） imply 
that Dx and D2x are linearly dependent. Thus we may assume that 
人赢入4,入5 are mutually different. From （2.5）, （2.6） and （2.7） we find

x2 _ Z*=l（馬-人4）（為 ~~人5）磋 d］（入4 + 人5）- 入4入5 - 涉2

헝 （入3 — 人4）（入5 — 入3） （入3 ~ 入4）（入5 — 入3）'

（2-13） X2 = £?= 1（" _ 人3）（為 _ 入5成 由（入3 + 入5）- 入3入5 - d，2
4 （入3—入4）（入4—入5） （入3—入4）（入4—入5）'

2 _ U=］（入z - 人3）（入z — 入4）就 （人3 + 入4）_ 入3入4 一 衫2

5 八 ' 官' " ' （入4 —入5）（入5 —人3）（入4 —人5）（入5 —人3）
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Substituting (2.13) into (2.12), we get a polynomial with respect to 
xi, which vanishes identically on an. open subset of E2. However, 
the coefficients of ⑦?，z = 1,2 is equal to (，爲—入3户(為—入4戸(爲—A5)3. 
Hence, we have (，為 — 入3)(入z — 入4)(入z — 入5)= 0. Thus 나following 
two cases are possible

case 1 入i =入2 =入3,

case 2 서 = 入3)入2 = 入4：

If case 1 holds, then ⑦4 and are constants. This imply D2x and Dx 
are linearly dependent. Thus this case cannot happen. Consider case 
2. Then we have +a；3=constant, +=constant and 死 =nonzero
constant. Hence M2 is an open part of S，1(ri) x S"(‘厂2), where 厂 1,尸2 
are positive reals such that 片 + 移 V L

Lemma 2 If M2 is not minimal in S4 and D = dzag[서, 入“ 入“ 為〉As] 
with A\ 尹 入2, then M2 is an open part of a 2-sphere(人2 = 0) or an 
open part of a product of two plane circles(\2 尹 0).

Proof. From (2 5) and (2.6) we find

(2-14) 嬉 + 球 + 辑=

(2-15) 晚 + 竦 = 스兰§

Without loss of generality, we may assume that M2 is locally given by 
a set of points -

(⑦1*2,/(中淄2),9(中，©2),切01淄2))

or a set of points

(2-16) g(z"4), % 的4)),

where are smooth functions defined on open subsets of E2 or 
E1. In either case we can obtain a local tangent vector field X of M2 
such that

DX =為 X.
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For example, if are indendent variables, then we have D으^ =
서易 from (2.16). Hence we can get a local 이:나후mal tangent frame 
ei,e2 of M2 such that

(2-17) Dei = 서勿.

Since (DeZye3) = 一〈£)：饥九(q,勺)〉and Dx = 7i(ei,ei) + ^(^2,62), we 
get

(2-18) {Dx, Dx) = —(Z)ei,ei) 一 E)e» 或、

From (2.14) and (2.15) we know that (Dx^ Dx) = 一서入2 — 2(서. + 入2). 
Thus from (2.17) and (2.18) it follows that

(2-19) E>e，2\ 仑2〉—入i入2 + 入1 + 2入小

Let 63,64,65 be a local orthonormal normal fiame of such that 
63 = x, 64 = ~(Dx + 2x), where a = \Dx + 2x\ =、/—(서. + 2)(入2 + 2)： 
Then the followings hold.

(2-20) De^ = —2e3 + 0:64,
(2-21) D64 = <*3 + /J%,

where /3 = 서 + 入2 + 2. And we have

(2-22) De2 = /妃 2 + ke5,
(2-23) Pe5 = ke2 + Ze5,

for some functions /z, fc, I. Since trD=3Ai + 人2 and det£>=入g入気 we can 
see that

卩，— 서入 2 + Ai + 2 人 2, I = — 서. 人 2 — 人2, k3 = ］丄I — 入 1 入2

by (2.17) and (2.20)〜(2.23). The coefficients 0") of 난le second fun
damental form h will be given by
(2-24)
卩珈 = " *］，岡J 丄으］, 陽 = 匕 二 .
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We will show that k = 0, Suppose that k 尹 0、Differentiating 
(Des, 65) = I in the direction e\ and using (2.3),(2.24), we have〈£)闍一2处一 
WC2)= 0. Using (2.23), from this we can see that w = 0. Differentiate 
(2.17) in the direction 处・ Then by (2.22) and w = 0 we find

厨(可＞庆2 = Ai^(e2)e2.

From this, by (2.22) we get

，迎衆佰2)= 0, 3沧2)(旧 一 Al) = 0.

This means that 域(处)=0. Using this and differentiating 弋De名对= 
卩，in. €2, we have 一zk = 0. From which we deduce that z = 0. Let's 
differentiate (2.23) in e\ again. Then we have (ei) — 0. And 
hence we get 3*(处)=0. This imply that the Gaussian curvature 
K = (/i(ei,ei),/i(e2,e2))—仇(处占2)卩 of M2 must be zero. So we get 
(Ai + 2)(人2 — /x) = 0. Thus we have Ai ~ —2 or /x =、薄 If 入i = —2, 
then (2.15) imply that — 0, which yields a contradiction. Thus

3. Proof of theorem

Proof of Theorem. If A is not symmetric, then by Theorem.4 in [4] 
M2 is contained in 4-dimensional linear subspace of E5. Hence M2 is 
an open part of 2-sphere o호 an open part of a product of two spheres 
or a minimal surface of S’[4、Now assume that A is symmetric. Then 
by a suitable coordinate change we may assume that A is diagonal. If 
Ax = —2x at one point of M2, then by the constancy of \H\ Ax = —2x 
holds on whole points of M2 This means that M2 is a minimal surface
of S4. Thus, if M2 is not minimal in S4, then M흐 has no points at 
which Ax + 2x vanishes. From now on suppose that M2 is not minimal

we must have /z =入丄 which imply that k = 0. Thus we may assume 
that fc = 0 in (2.22) and (2.23). Therfore 卩,=〉门 ot 卩，=入2・ If the 
former holds, then and are constants. So M2 is an open part of 
2-sphere. Since M2 is not minimal in S3 4, or will be nonzero. This 
linply that A2 = 0. If 〃 =入2, Then M2 is a product Ci x C2, where C\ 
and C2 are curves m S2 and S1 respectively. Since = 서g, where y 
is the position vector of Ci in S2, we can see that C\ is a circle.
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in 54. If x^AxyA^x are locally linearly dependent on M2, then by 
Lemma 1 we can see that M2 is an open part of a product of two plane 
circles. Otherwise we may assume that there exist smooth functions 
% P on M2 such that

(3-1) A2x = aAx + (3x.

Then we have —2a+0 = |H|2 by (2.1) and (A2x, x) = Also smce 
(3.1) imply that (A2x, AX) = 0 for any tangent vector X of M2, we 
find (A2x, Aar) = a|H|2 — 20 = constant. Thus since 4 — |/f|2 供 0, we 
know that a and 丿6 are constant and from (3.1) we get the following 
equations:

(3-2) (入？ - aXz - (3)xz ~ 0,i = 1, • • ■ ,5,

where are the diagonal entries of A and are the coordinate func
tions of M2. Assume that M2 is locally described as the set of points

(中，叼狀中，叼))，

where h are smooth functions defined on an open subset of E2.
Then by (3.2) we can expect the following three cases:

case 1 서 = 入3 K 入2 = 入4 and = 0,

case 2 為=入3 =入4供人2 =入5,

case 3 為=糸=入3 =入4 and is a nonzero constant^X^ = 0).

If case 1 holds, then we can see that M2 is an open part of a product 
of two spheres. If case 2 holds, 나len M2 is an open part of 2-sphere 
or an open part of a product of two plane circles by Lemma 2. And if 
case 3 holds, then M2 is a minimal surface of a hypersphere in S4.
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